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INNOVATION
You will need a crisis to force you to look
at

different technologies and

markets because the old ways won’t work
or won’t work as well.
- Guy Kawasaki

We may make a few wrong turns and
some mistakes; however, we need to

recognise

that it is just a part of the
(innovation) process.
- Soon Loo
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Travelling
the
mind, and reading constantly,
and putting the two together
(keeps you innovative).
- Md Hadi Shafie Othman

We don’t have a huge
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at what we do.
- Normuizzah Hj Samat
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why innovation is the key to Wing It’s startup success story –
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tap into this USD145 billion market. In Brunei, we found out
the company was able to find its “blue ocean” in a seemingly
saturated market place.
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If you were to ask me what I learned about innovation from
putting together this issue, I would say that it is the never
ending quest to find better ways of doing things; the openmindedness to look at the same situation through different
types of lenses; the refusal to admit defeat; and most
importantly, the determination to execute an idea through
collaboration.
The good news is, you do not need to be the most innovative
person in the room to make innovation happen!
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public through free distribution, subscription, online publication or sale at
local newsstands and bookstores. However, the publisher / editor - Catalyst
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No part of this work may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording or by
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DATO
TIMOTHY
ONG
Re placing
“T he Knowledge”

Donald Trump has reinvented himself from a remarkably successful real

become a London cabby. He confessed that getting “The Knowledge”

estate tycoon to a spectacular presidential candidate in the upcoming

was almost as tough, if not tougher than getting his Oxford University

American elections. Win or not, he has made a name for himself through

degree.

this campaign. What are your thoughts about Trump’s “innovative”
career?

And then there’s the upstart from Silicon Valley called Uber. Uber rewrote
the ground rules of the game. All of a sudden, you no longer require “The

I think he’s a great marketer and a fantastic showbiz talent. I think he

Knowledge” to be a cab driver, you can simply install a device called

understands the media very well and that he has tapped into America’s

GPS. What is the difference? You get almost as good a service, but

anger and anxiety over how the economy has developed and the

much cheaper. For our part of the world, the innovation seems to be

ground sentiment of the American people. But I am not convinced that

related more to the application of ideas. Jack Ma is one of the richest

he is innovative.

men in China. He didn’t come up with the original ideas (for ecommerce)
but he applied them in a unique way to help small businesses in China

I do not think that Donald Trump has reinvented himself. He has always

tap into online opportunities. We cannot all be scientists but the good

been like that. In fact, the reason that he appeals to the American public

news is, we can all innovate at many different levels.

is because he’s stayed true to himself. He’s just as aggressive a person
during the campaign as he is in his business office. His assertiveness

Which small and innovative country should Brunei learn from?

and authoritative personality translates to the kind of leadership that
resonates with his voters.

My view is that, it is not about which country. It’s about what different
countries can teach us. As far as I know, there is no country exactly like

When Barack Obama ran for office, he raised most of his money from

Brunei. In fact, each country is unique in its own way. For example, I

small donations on the internet. Donald Trump has not changed the

know that Finland has an excellent mathematics and science program,

model in which the campaign is funded (traditionally, campaigns are

it’s kind of innovative. Does it apply to us? I know that there are very

fought with funding from wealthy corporations), the only difference is

interesting things happening in the small Gulf countries, in terms of

that he funded his campaign all by himself. Innovation means doing

reducing reliance on fossil fuels and going more towards renewable

something in a completely new way, and doing it successfully.

energy. But do any of these things apply to us? I also know that
Singapore has a very aggressive program encouraging research and

So, what does innovation mean to you?

innovation…

There are different ways of talking about innovation. There is the element

I would prefer an approach which is not based on one country model,

of people coming up with a breakthrough, original idea such as Albert

but on looking at what each country can teach us. It requires a certain

Einstein. And then, there are people coming up with breakthrough

mindset, an open mind. And it also requires the willingness to invest.

applications for other people’s ideas like the founder of Samsung, Lee

In my view, it is difficult to have innovation if I want to see results in six

Byung-chul – both are equally important. Most of the breakthrough

months or one year. Innovation doesn’t happen like that. You create an

ideas have come from Silicon Valley which has a relationship with

environment and you need to have a certain long term perspective. And

Stanford University; an institution that has invested a tremendous

you also need to have a tolerance for mavericks and people who are

amount of resources into research and development that may or may

different.

not lead to short-term returns.
Can you elaborate more about what you mean by breakthrough
innovation and breakthrough application of ideas?

Dato Timothy Ong is a leading Brunei businessman
and the Chairman of Asia Inc Forum. He is also

If you have been to London, you can attest to how pleasant the
experience is when you take a cab. The reason is that there is a
high standard set in order to become a London cab driver. He or she
must pass a test, and obtain “The Knowledge” which involves the

an acclaimed facilitator of business and public
policy dialogue in ASEAN and beyond. He served
as the Acting Chairman of the Brunei Economic
Development

Board

(BEDB),

Brunei’s

leading

economic agency from 2005 to 2010.

memorisation of every street in London. I know a chemist who studied
at Oxford University, retired early at the age of 40 and then went on to
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DST COM 3G

DST COM 3G

Huwaida Ishaaq

Md Hadi Shafie Othman

You and your team recently introduced a new and innovative public speaking
concept to the Brunei community called PechaKucha. Tell us about it.
PechaKucha Nights are social networking events with the specific component of having passionate enthusiasts
and experts present to the audience. The presentation adheres to an interesting format, designed to make the
presentation succinct yet visual. I like to call it show-telling : )

You’ve worked for one of the world’s most innovative companies, Google. What did Google teach you about innovation?
One of the things Google always emphasised was impact. There is no point in innovating when there isn’t
an impact. Larry Page was always reminding us that we needed to do things that were “uncomfortably
exciting” and that we needed to move out of our comfort zones to make that difference. He referred to
innovation as moonshots - referring to the moon landing in the 60s when the human race landed someone
on the moon in less than 10 years.

And everyone’s allocated only seven minutes for their presentation?
6 mins 40 seconds to be exact. The format (of the talk) involves 20 slides each running for 20 seconds before
automatically moving on to the next one.
I can imagine that it must be quite comical and entertaining to watch people rushing through a slide in 20 seconds

What kind of impact are you referring to?
Impact for the betterment of the world as a whole.
Hence self driving cars, and creating spin-offs
such as Google X and Sidewalk Labs (creating
impact in cities)

It can be funny, but actually 6 mins and 40 seconds can be a lot of time to deliver a message that matters to you.
What makes your show so compelling is also all the constraints and limitations you put
on it. What’s your comment about the correlation between constraints and innovation?
Parameters are a great way to cultivate creativity. And by that I mean, there are many ways to be creative.
Having a context would give you the opportunity to see something and adapt your idea/solution/delivery to fit
a particular purpose. This may reveal a perspective that you haven’t considered because you’ve focused your
attention on boiling things down to the essence.
What has been the most interesting talk you’ve heard in Brunei?
So many to choose from! Haha ... Finah Yusof was the latest one I remember. She went away to backpack for
two months. Tens of thousands of miles of hitchhiking across the world later, she was home 34 months after the
original plan.
How can a person become more creative?
Don’t think about it. I associate being creative with learning. When faced with an opportunity to learn, and it’s
something you feel would be interesting, fun or exciting – it would energise you in some way - go ahead and give
it a go. We can be all things though not all at once. So we do have to choose. We’ve already seen how ‘limitation’
can be great in that sense, though. So that’s going the full circle.

How have you applied this to your own company?
Haha. This is a tough one. This culture has been difficult to cultivate so far because all the stakeholders that
I’ve gotten involved with don’t believe in this type of culture. Building moonshots doesn’t come in a day, nor
does it come without risk. I will be honest and say it’s still a big change that is still miles off for us and until
we learn how to tolerate risk and failure, this is something that’s still ongoing.
What are some of the common methods or disciplines that Google uses for brainstorming or for the innovative process?
A central decisive mission is necessary to coordinate innovation. Then processes are built towards that. A core principle
for Google is “focus on the user” and they built a process called a design sprint based on this guiding principle.
Can you simplify this?
Well, any organisation should have a common goal to work innovatively. This goal in Google is
to focus on making the user the key to whatever they want to build.
By the sound of it, Google has definitely transformed your mindset. How do
you think, we can implement this kind of mindset in our culture?
I think this is not a culture you can “implement” but people have to come to the realisation themselves.
What do you mean?

So, creativity is a choice?
Hahaha that’s thinking too much...Though yes, essentially it is. Once you open up enough, try it enough times, it’s
more like a habit. And then an attitude.

I.e., only bring in stakeholders that have that innovative, risk and failure tolerant mindsets.
How do you keep yourself innovative?
Travelling opens the mind, and reading constantly, and putting the two together.
Any books / travel destinations you’d recommend?

How can we find out more about PechaKucha?

Check out:
@pechakuchabsb on IG
:)
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Work Rules! talks about Google and their People Operations
culture. Since Google’s innovation culture is based on their people
then I’d say that’s a good place to start. Actually, travel in general
is great because experiencing something different always gives
way to more thinking, the best is, something that isn’t similar to
our place. The further you go, the better to think more, I think.
I noticed that many of the successful Bruneian social business
owners are avid travellers. That should suggest something.

APR-JUN 2016
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Exclusive interview with Soon Loo
CEO of DARe

Can Brunei compete? Despite of all our limitations and the small size of our population, Soon
Loo, Bruneian entrepreneur and winner of the Ten Outstanding Young Persons of the World
in 2013 thinks that “we can”. He believes that being small has its advantages, “because it’s easier
to bring a small population into focus”. But pulling ourselves out of this economic crisis is not
going to be easy. It requires taking risks, making mistakes and adopting a “blue ocean mindset” to
become more innovative. But more importantly, it requires everyone coming on board together
and heading in the same direction.
Read more from our conversation with Soon Loo about his outlook on the current Brunei
economic situation.
We are once again reminded of how vulnerable
Brunei’s economy is with the falling oil prices. Why
is innovation more important now than ever before?
The current oil price reminds us again about the
importance of developing multiple business sectors in
Brunei. If you observe what is going on around the
world, you would see that many of the thriving new
industries, companies, and jobs available today did
not even exist 20 years ago. We need to be mindful
that perhaps a key part of the answer to our economic
problems may not come from the traditional model.
As such, it is important to note that we do need to look
at our business landscape with a different set of lenses,
to prepare ourselves with a new innovative mindset,
and perhaps to break new ground.
Your company, SVC’s mission is to identify and help
Bruneian companies with good potential to grow
regionally. What do you think are our strengths?

14
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There are some strengths that we need to remind
ourselves to keep drawing from (in no particular
order): (1) the peacefulness of our country, (2) the
harmonious nature of our people, (3) the high literacy
rate that we enjoy, (4) our good standard of English
(there are less than a handful of countries in ASEAN
that are fluent in English), (5) our location away from
natural disasters, (6) being situated in one of the fastest
growth potential regions in the world: ASEAN, (7) our
rich biodiversity equatorial rainforest, (8) our clean
water, and the list can go on.
Yes, it’s true that our small population can be a barrier
to business growth. However, that is also one of our
biggest strengths, because it’s easier to bring a small
population into focus. Last but not least, we cannot
ignore our existing strength - the fact that we do have
a highly developed oil and gas infrastructure and an
experienced workforce in this area. There is still room
to grow in our oil and gas sector. Imagine Brunei being
an oil and gas giant in ASEAN – with our companies
operating in oil fields across ASEAN.

Today, Singapore may seem like an obvious leader in
the field of biotechnology in Asia. But when Singapore
first started embarking on its biotechnology journey,
it was anything but obvious. For Singapore to be the
Singapore that it is today, it took years of collaboration
between the government putting in the biotechnology
funds, the agencies bringing in the global biotech firms,
the universities bringing in the academics, and the
local businesses lining up the right business support.
Singapore’s success reminds us that no one body can
do it alone. It is truly a collaborative effort.
What can Brunei do to prepare for regional growth?

“

We may
make a few
wrong turns
and some
mistakes;
however,
we need to
recognise
that it is just
a part of the
(innovation)
process.
- Soon Loo

“

STRONGER
together

You have spent a number of years working in Singapore.
What can we learn from the Singapore success story?

First and foremost, we have to have the mindset to
believe that Brunei can indeed grow in the region. We
need to recognise that Bruneians are more talented
than we know. There are a good number of capable
Bruneians who are leading major corporations and
are doing great work beyond Brunei, many of whom
have been featured in your magazine. We need to
draw strength from their achievements and remind
ourselves that Bruneians can be just as competitive.
When I teach entrepreneurship and innovation at
universities in the region, one of the key concepts is
about developing Blue Ocean Strategies. And at the
core of this innovation principle is figuring out how
to attack a market that is totally new. And going after
that market requires both increasing current capacity
and inventing new capacity. On the other hand, it also
requires reducing or drastically eliminating certain
activities altogether.
We may make a few wrong turns and some mistakes;
however, we need to recognise that it is just a part
of the process. Singapore, Japan, and most recently
Korea, have shown us that it is indeed possible for a
nation to totally reinvent itself and embark on a new
era of prosperity.

”

Photo by Riley Khoo

Soon Loo is the newly appointed CEO of DARe, a new initiative
set up by the Ministry of Energy and Industry to support
Brunei’s SMEs. He is also the Managing Director of Seri VC,
an investment firm that invests in Brunei companies that have
ambitions of regional expansion. Soon was awarded the
prestigious “Ten Outstanding Young Persons of The World”
(TOYP) award organised by Junior Chamber International
(JCI) and received the honour at Rio de Janeiro in 2013. Soon

Finding the solution and executing it requires all of us
to stand together: the businesses, the government, the
academics, and the people. As challenging as it seems,
I think we will emerge stronger at the end of the day,
by standing together.

holds a Master of Business Administration degree from the
Harvard Business School. He is originally from Seria.
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THE

art

“The purpose of innovation is not

cool products and cool technologies
but happy people.

”

of

INNOVATION

- Guy Kawasaki

Guy has written thirteen books beginning in 1987 with The Macintosh Way.
His two latest books are The Art of the Start 2.0 and The Art of Social Media.

W

hen it comes to innovation, there is no place
on Earth that does it better than Silicon Valley.
Silicon Valley has produced some of the most innovative
companies on the planet including: HP, Apple, Google and Facebook. We’ve
had the privilege of tapping into the mind of a Silicon Valley insider and also one
of the foremost authorities in marketing and innovation, Mr Guy Kawasaki. In this first
part of our feature, Guy reveals truths about innovation, and in the following segment he answers
three crucial questions which are relevant to us in Brunei!
I’m getting tired of writing about lies, so today I’m covering truths. Specifically, the truths of innovation. I hold
these truths to not be self-evident; hence we see so little innovation.

Jump to the next curve.
Too many companies duke it out on
the same curve. If they were daisy
wheel printer companies, they think
innovation means adding Helvetica in
24 points. Instead, they should invent

convince management to add more

background, and geographic location.

features–until everything is perfect, it

To attempt to do so guarantees

will never ship, and the market will pass

mediocrity. Instead, create great DICEE

it by.

(Deep, Indulgent, Complete, Elegant,

Churn, baby, churn.

laser printing. True innovation happens

I’m saying it’s okay to ship crap–I’m

when a company jumps to the next

not saying that it’s okay to stay crappy.

curve–or better still, invents the next

A company must improve version 1.0

curve, so set your goals high.

and create version 1.1, 1.2, … 2.0. This
is a difficult lesson to learn because it’s
so hard to ship an innovation; therefore,

Don’t worry, be crappy.
An innovator doesn’t worry about
shipping an innovative product with
elements of crappiness if it’s truly
innovative.

The

first

permutation

of an innovation is seldom perfect–
Macintosh, for example, didn’t have
software (thanks to me), a hard disk

16

the last thing employees want to deal
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engineers

no passionate reactions at all, and that
happens when companies try to make
everyone happy.

Break down the barriers.

more innovative, the more barriers

every demographic, social-economic

the

unhappy. The worst case is to incite

Dream on. Life isn’t fair. Indeed, the

waits–for

example,

these products make other segments

process.

holy grail of products that appeals to

take home your hardware, whatever it

that the purpose of innovation is not

done, and isn’t necessary. Some bozos

takes.

cool products and cool technologies

are clearly losers–they’re the ones who

but happy people. Happy people is a

are easy to ignore. The dangerous ones

decidedly analog goal.

are rich, famous, and powerful–because

I stole this from Chairman Mao.

innovative products are easy to sell.

anyway), slots, and colour. If a company

it’s doing can’t be done, shouldn’t be

of people very happy. And fear not if

baby. Innovation is not an event. It’s a

Most companies want to create the

The bozos will tell a company that what

analog–that is, they must remember

“Let a hundred flowers blossom.”

The way life should work is that

(it wouldn’t matter with no software

products. But companies should act

innovation: download your software,

Emotive) products that make segments

with is complaints about their perfect

Don’t be afraid to polarise
people.

is enable people to test drive your

the status quo will erect in your way.

Innovators need to be flexible about
how people use their products. Avon

This is a great test for any company.

but when parents used it as an insect

Suppose a company invents the world’s

repellant, Avon went with the flow.

greatest mousetrap. It murders mice

Apple thought it created a spreadsheet/

better than anything in the history of

database/wordprocessing

computer;

mankind–in fact, it’s nuclear powered.

but, come to find out, customers used

The problem is that the customer needs

it as a desktop publishing machine. The

a PhD to set it, it costs $500,000, and has

lesson is: Don’t be proud. Let a hundred

to drop off the dead, radioactive mouse

flowers blossom.

500 miles away in the middle of the
desert. No one at the company would

Entrepreneurs should understand this
upfront and not get flustered when

Thinking digital means that companies

found that the best way to break barriers

Never ask people to do what you
wouldn’t do.

created Skin So Soft to soften skin,

Think digital, act analog.

market acceptance comes slowly. I’ve

they are so successful, innovators may

jump through those hoops–it shouldn’t

should use all the digital tools at
its

disposal–computers,

web

sites,

instruments, whatever–to create great

expect customers to either.

Don’t let the bozos grind you
down.

think they are right. They’re not right;
they’re just successful on the previous
curve so they cannot comprehend,
much less embrace, the next curve.
Guy Kawasaki is the chief evangelist of
Canva, an online graphic design tool.
Formerly, he was an advisor to the
Motorola business unit of Google and
chief evangelist of Apple. He is also the
author of The Art of Social Media, The
Art of the Start, APE: Author, Publisher,
Entrepreneur, Enchantment, and nine
other books. Kawasaki has a BA from
Stanford University and an MBA from
UCLA as well as an honorary doctorate
from Babson College.
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“You will need
a crisis to force
you to look
at different
technologies and
markets because
the old ways
won’t work or
won’t work as
well.”
- Guy Kawasaki

3 Questions
w it h G uy Kawasaki

In your example for “Jump to the next curve”,
the “innovative goal” of the daisy wheel printer
companies’ is to achieve breakthroughs like laser
printing as opposed to creating Helvetica in 24
points. The problem is, like all great ideas, jumping
to the next curve often seems more obvious and
easier in hindsight than actually doing it. What
are some of the strategies to identify what the next
curve is?

pipe in the ground to make money. The tech world is different

If it was easy to create, or even identify the next curve, more

western experts and consultants; (b) create a venture capital

people would do it. Creating or identifying the next curve is
one of the hardest things to do—this is why so few companies
jump curves and last a long time. However, this doesn’t mean
that you need to be the creator or first adopter of a new curve.
You can be a “fast second” and still succeed.
For example, one could make the case that Apple was a fast
follower of Xerox PARC. Or, you could attribute the first
graphical user interface to Apple (Macintosh), and then
Microsoft (Windows) was the fast second.
The alternative to not trying to create or being a first or
second adopter is to not innovate, and this is also a risky path.
This is why business is always exciting.

Like most oil producing countries, Brunei’s
economy has taken a hit with the falling oil price.
The country has been calling its people to be more
innovative to diversify, to look for alternative
sources of income and to explore entrepreneurship
in order to sustain long term prosperity. What can
we learn from Silicon Valley’s innovative culture
to inspire more innovation in our country?

because the supply cannot be artificially constrained; it is
impossible to “set a per barrel price” on tech innovation.
Instead competition focuses on the quality of intellectual
ideas and their implementation. You will need a crisis to force
you to look at different technologies and markets because the
old ways won’t work or won’t work as well.
Here are a few things you should not necessarily do: (a) hire
fund; (c) “partner” with western organisations. There will be
plenty of people who are happy to take your money and help
you feel like you’re doing as much as you can. What you want
to accomplish is very hard, so don’t be tempted by shortcuts.
Here are a few things you should do: (a) create the world’s best
school of engineering (I don’t mean petroleum engineering;
I mean computer science, materials science, and biotech);
(b) send your best and brightest to live in Silicon Valley, so
that they can see “another way;” (c) be patient because this is
going to take fifteen to twenty years to work.

Can you tell us about the last time you were
“enchanted” with an innovative product or
service?
I am enchanted by innovative products and services about
once a week. There are so many smart people working on
clever ideas—this is a great time to be alive. The biggest
enchantment I experienced lately is Canva, and that’s why
I now work for the company. This is a product that will
democratise design in the same way Apple democratised
computing and Google democratised information.

The answer to this question could fill (and has) an entire book.
The hardest step will be changing the mindset of sticking a
Photos courtesy of guykawasaki.com
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BRUNEIAN ABROAD

SAM KOAY

CREATIVITY:

WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM

HOLLYWOOD?

Sam Koay (Centre)

An interview with Bruneian Sam Koay
who is currently working in Hollywood

“

The creative success of
this place is that everyone
here is free to do what
they wish to do.
- Sam Koay

”

Sam Koay is young, creative, and living his dream! Sam who
grew up in Brunei is a graduate from the University of Miami
with a double major degree in Electronic Media and Theatre
Arts. He was inspired to choose filmmaking because as a child
he loved to tell stories; as well as this, while attending college he
got the golden opportunity to turn one of his ideas into a film
and presented it to an audience. This is when he realised what
a powerful tool filmmaking is - he could make viewers laugh,
cry or feel other emotions; and he could also bring characters
to life and make them so believable that the audience would
either love or hate them. And this is what continues to fuel his
interest in film. We contacted Sam and asked him to give us an
insight into his career.
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BRUNEIAN ABROAD

SAM KOAY

Stay updated

24 7
hours days

Photos courtesy of Sam Koay

What do you need to do to get
into this type of industry?
Going to college or university is a good
way to get started in this industry,
however I really do not believe it is the
only way. There are so many online
resources available today to the aspiring
filmmaker, there might not be any need
to go to school. Great cameras are being
made at affordable prices so everyone
now has an opportunity to shoot
content. The only difference between
school and being self taught is that in
school you are forced to learn; whereas
being on your own, you have to have
that willpower and discipline to take the
time out of your busy day to learn from
online resources. I also believe that you
can learn so much by being on a film set,
more so than you could in a university

Hollywood’s creative spur started due to
Thomas Edison’s motion picture patent
he held on the east coast. Filmmakers
moved to the west where patents couldn’t
be enforced. The unique environments
and weather in California also gave
them another reason for the move. I’m
sure there are longer descriptions of that
and I claim to be no expert.
I believe once this happened, it attracted
so much talent and creative artists. I see
it as a domino effect. All it took was a

classroom.

couple of production companies, both

Tell us about your work.

the ball rolling here. Now it is, as you

in film, music and theatre, to really get

I was previously working for a discovery
show

through

an

independent

production company called Greenstem
Enterprises. They were working on a
docu-series called, “The Basics Of...” I
was a B Camera Operator for them. The
experience was great, a definite learning
experience in the world of TV. Working
with the company full time allowed
me the space to see the entire show
from preproduction to post. I had the
opportunity to meet experienced people
in the industry of film out here in LA,
which was invaluable to me.
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This issue is about creativity and
innovation. You are currently
working in the epicentre
of creativity in the world Hollywood. Why do you think
Hollywood is so creative?
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say, the epicentre of the creative world.
I also believe that the creative success of
this place is that everyone here is free to
do what they wish to do. There are no
major laws governing what people can
creatively explore. There are also outlets
for distribution for the various art forms
that allow the artist to live and thrive.

What are your thoughts about
cultivating a more innovative
environment for the economic
development of Brunei?

In order to cultivate a more innovative
environment, I believe people need the
opportunity to explore and be creative.
There is an unwritten rule in Brunei that
pursuing education in the arts is a negative
life choice and is frowned upon. This
forces young people to sometimes shy
away from pursuing the one thing they are
meant to do. I find that people in Brunei
are sometimes afraid of what others would
think of them if they followed a creative
path. I believe that fear is a large factor
as to why there is a lack of innovation in
Brunei. The fear of failure prevents them
from becoming successful.
I think there needs to be a national
awareness programme as to what the arts
are, why they are important, what are the
outlets for it and a show of what careers
one can make out of it. This is the first step.
The next would be to create programmes
that allow people to explore their creativity
in different mediums of art, whether that’s
filmmaking, dancing, acting, writing,
speaking or painting.
I believe that people need to feel free when
they step into the art world. I think that
control and fear that they would get in
trouble hinders the creative growth of the
Bruneian people.

Where can we find your work?
Here is a link to my cinematography reel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SJ5JazKiCzw

epaper.bt.com.bn

m.bt.com.bn

bt.com.bn

FEATURE

LEESLE hwang

Turning
traditional into

trendy
Meet Korean designer Leesle Hwang
by Riley Khoo

Unafraid to break the fashion rules! Young Korean fashion
designer Leesle Hwang has taken the traditional hanbok and
transformed it into elegant everyday wear. Her business has
gone from strength to strength and has attracted both local and
international customers. Designed for both men and women, her
creations are uniquely attractive. While visiting Korea recently, I
caught up with Leesle at her showroom and had a chance to chat
with her about her background and her journey so far. Here’s an
extract from our conversation.

Photos by Riley Khoo

“When I was young I didn’t like fashion. In fact I had quite a poor
fashion sense but I Ioved handicrafts, sewing, drawing and cutting
up paper art. I was also interested in comics, cartoons and especially
the Japanese anime “Sailor Moon”. At one point in time, I thought
about becoming a painter but by the age of 20, I started to experiment
with design and fabric. My inspiration for creating contemporary
styled hanboks came from the comic book called “Goong”. The story
was based on a Korean palace in modern times and I really liked
the illustrations. It was from this, that I decided to take the idea of
traditional Korean clothing and transform it to fit the modern world.
So I started by experimenting with different types of fabrics and with
various colour combinations. The traditional hanbok is made of silk
and hemp; usually it combines very bright and contrasting colours;
and has a puffed up silhouette. I wanted to design a hanbok that was
more practical for everyday wear and appealing to younger people.
Initially it was my mother who helped me with the cutting and sewing
of the hanboks.
I believe that “there’s no limit” to what a person can achieve. I would
do whatever it takes to learn more in order to improve my clothing.
Even though I studied Public Relations, as time went by I realised
that I was more interested in designing and creating hanboks – I
was passionate about doing this! So I went to the library and taught
myself.
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LEESLE hwang

Then I decided that for me to expand my
knowledge I needed to go to an academy;
attend seminars and exhibitions to learn
more and to improve. I studied for five
years and eventually attained a Masters
in Textiles.
My designs are unique because they
represent the spirit of Korea, they are
comfortable to wear and are trendy. I
place great emphasis on using quality
cotton and pay attention to details like
stitching, buttons, zips and ribbons.
I want my customers to have a wellconstructed, elegant hanbok. They are
available in both vibrant and muted
colours; patterns and plain; and in
a variety of sizes. My first customer
was from Singapore and she bought
hanbok socks. When I first started
selling online I was amazed at the
response I made BND 58,823 in
10 days. This positive response
encouraged me to try and reach
a more global market. I will
continue to combine oriental
and western styles to come up
with my own unique creations.
And I hope that this will continue to
attract more global customers.
To me, fashion is like a marathon
- you must keep going, keep on
innovating to move ahead
and to give customers
what they want. Although
the fashion industry is
dominated by men, I
believe that women
like challenges and
can be just as successful.
No matter what you are
interested in, whether it’s
fashion or something else you
should “Go for it with no fear!”
For more information, visit:
www.leesle.com
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FEATURE THANKYOU WATER

Power
to
change
While doing research for this issue I
stumbled across the remarkable story
of Thankyou Water. It is the kind of
story that restores your faith in the
goodness of humanity. Daniel Flynn,
co-founder of Thankyou Water
firmly believes that “Impossibility is
only someone’s opinion, not a fact”
– and the story behind this company
proves that with passion, persistence
and perseverance any challenge can
be overcome - and any vision can
become a reality. Thankyou Water
has kindly agreed to allow us to
share their story with you.

The Thankyou Story

Photos courtesy of Daniel Flynn

and downs, but mostly downs. We

long series of setbacks. These included

Daniel saw that while the business was

around the country, as well as in

the beginning. What’s exciting is that

were told we faced over AUD250,000

two recalls, trouble with bottlers and

improving access to safe water, many

Australia Post, 7-Eleven Australia,

we’ve just launched our next big move,

(BND255,250) of start-up expenses,

distribution deals with several major

communities still struggled with poor

Foodland,

Chemmart,

Chapter One. Chapter One is a book

not to mention the millions of dollars

retailers falling through.

health and hygiene practices. Not only

Quest Hotels and hundreds of other

(that’s been seven years in the making!)

that, but we had seen first-hand the

independent outlets.

about the Thankyou journey so far. But

Managing

that business professionals said it

Director, Daniel Flynn, was 19 years

would take to market the brand.

However in 2011, we finally took a

effects of the global hunger crisis and

old when he discovered that the

With a combined net worth of about

big leap forward when Australia Post

were well aware of the need for both

The Thankyou food range includes

it’s addressed to you. To inspire you

Australian bottled water industry was

AUD1,000 (BND1,020) between us

agreed to stock our product, followed

short-term and long-term sustainable

muesli, clusters, and muesli bars and a

to make your own dreams and ideas a

worth AUD600 million (BND612

at the time, we figured that a Plan b

by a huge deal with 7-Eleven Australia

food solutions.

single purchase of one Thankyou food

reality, while also empowering you to

million) a year, yet around 900 million

was in order. So we got creative and

following a social media campaign

product has the power to provide one

crowdfund the future of Thankyou by

people at that time were without

attempted booking meetings with some

where we asked fans to back us. By June

All of this sparked the idea to rebrand

week of immediate food relief as well

paying-what-you-want for your copy of

access to safe drinking water. Inspired

pretty important people. Attempts that

2013, Thankyou Water was available

to Thankyou and launch Thankyou

as support long-term sustainable food

the book.

to do something about the World

surprisingly ended up being successful.

for purchase in over 3,000 retail

food and Thankyou body care, as well

programs. Thankyou’s body care range

Our

co-founder

and

it’s not just a book. It’s an invitation and

outlets including 7-Eleven Australia,

as the start of a disruptive social media

includes premium hand wash, hand

100% of the profits from Chapter One

a group of friends and together came

After a few meetings with bottling

Australia Post, IGA and Foodland

campaign that called on the support on

lotion, body wash, body lotion, hand

will fund Thankyou’s future and our

up with the idea to launch a bottled

companies, we managed to get one

stores, Provender vending machines

our Facebook fans to get the products

cream, soap and sanitiser products,

goal to end global poverty, through

water product that would fund water

particular bottling company agreeing

and approximately 400 independent

into Coles and Woolworths.

with every product contributing to one

crowdfunding the launch Thankyou

projects around the globe. Balancing

to a first run of production, minus any

cafes and outlets. At this point, we were

person receiving access to hygiene and

baby body care and nappy range to fund

part-time work, full-time studies and a

upfront costs. Packaging giant Visy also

working hard on expanding our vision

The campaign worked, and in late 2013,

sanitation training.

infant and maternal health programs,

bold new vision to change lives, Daniel

backed the vision by donating 30,000

even further.

our products (including food and body

and our team threw themselves into

bottles. Metro Beverage Company,

researching the bottled water industry

the largest independent distributor in

and launching our very first product:

Victoria, South Australia and Western

Thankyou Water.

Water Crisis, Daniel pulled together

The next few years were full of ups
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and followed by Thankyou New

care) rolled out into supermarkets

Thankyou’s

During the five-year startup journey, we

around the country. What’s exciting is

sparkling and still water varieties, with

had realised that helping communities

that, with the help of Australians, today

every bottle contributing to providing

Australia agreed to distribute Thankyou

access safe water was only a small part

our products are available in Coles,

safe water access to someone in need.

Water. But after initial success and a lot

of the bigger problem. When reviewing

Woolworths and IGA supermarkets

The best part is that this was all just

of excitement, we experienced a pretty

a water project that we had funded,

water

range

features

Zealand.
For more information visit:
https://thankyou.co/
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Understanding communications with Dr Jana Heilmaier

How to Communicate Better?
(in a Hyper-Connected World)
good

on a social level and success on a
personal and professional level.

This is a very old question, but it is
always in fashion. Communication
shapes a person and the society.

Why do you think that we are more
connected through technology today
than ever before and yet, are talking
less to our spouses, families and people
around us?

What makes a
communicator?

person

a

Dale Carnegie (1988) said it all in two
sentences: “We communicate with the
outside world only on these four ways:
What we do, What we say, How we say
it and How we look like”.
Generally
speaking
–
good
communication is a puzzle of complex
verbal and non- verbal behaviour. A
good communicator uses the power
of eye-contact; has a firm, cordial
handshake; a positive facial expression;
uses his/her body language and posture;
the knowledge of dress code; and of
course, listens. It is more important
to ask questions than to give answers.
Often people are focused on their
big “I” and forget the other side’s “I”.
Good communicators consider this
to make others feel good, they build
relationships. This makes people
charismatic!

We don’t wait two weeks anymore for
a letter from the postman to arrive, we
send a whatsapp, sms or an email and
these reach the recipient in one second.
Fantastic!
The modern society lives a very
quick life through the influence of
technology. This is the other side of the
coin. People use whatsapp groups to
quickly delegate obligations within the
families or to communicate easily. We
speak automatically less.

couples focused on these little screens,
heads down, busy with typing, mobiles
on the table.
We communicate basically online and
prefer to chat or to sms etc. rather than
make a phone call.
It is definitely better to make a quick
phone call in order to explain something
than to send a long whatsapp chat or and
sms. Modern technology like everything
in life has its own pros and cons. It is
designed to make our daily life easier
and also to give us a substitute for the
traditional communication tools.
For example, nowadays an email is a
substitution for a telephone call. We
always feel the emotion on the other side.
Never send an important email without a
positive feeling! The other side will feel it.

Most of us relax in front of the computer,
television, FB, etc. and avoid talking
because it is more comfortable to be
entertained. We forget even to hear
our own voices, it sounds sometimes
strange when we call someone.

Dr.
was

Jana

International
at
of

the

How do we use modern technology
to our advantage rather than being
enslaved by it?
Yes, a good word “enslaved”. I see even
in restaurants teenagers, adults, also
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Ministry
of

is

a
the

Luxury Society; and
is also a founder of
two organisations for
political, cultural and economic collaboration.
Jana works with the German Chamber of
Commerce and teaches at the UBD. She is a
noted art and antiques collector and an expert in
contemporary arts.
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member

Communication (“communicare”, latin)
means to share, for me it is like a tennis
game. When the player is not focused
anymore, he loses the ball; and the
partner loses the interest in continuing.
Good communication means security

Heilmaier
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INTERVIEW

Faeez Fadhlillah

OPPORTUNITIES IN

halal tourism
An interview with Faeez Fadhlillah
Forbes 30 under 30 in Asia
CEO & Co-Founder at Tripfez
Photo courtesy of Faeez Fadhlillah

According to the MasterCard-Crescent Rating, Global Muslim Travel Index
(GMTI), Halal Tourism was worth US$145 billion in 2014 and is expected
to grow to $200 billion by 2020. Can you give us a perspective of just how
lucrative the Halal Tourism market is and why is it a market that is so
underserved?
The international travel market surpassed the 1 trillion dollar mark and with the increasing
travel trend, we realised there is a growing demand of information on travel destinations and
hotel facilities for Muslim travellers. The Muslim travel market is expected to continue to
grow within the next decade. We wanted to provide this information in a global setting, to
encourage Muslims to travel and to support and make sure that their needs are met while
travelling.
One of the reasons why this big market is still underserved is that the products offered in the
different destinations are very fragmented and it is hard to find halal travel products in many
non-Muslim countries. It is a very tedious and lengthy process to develop the Muslim travel
market on a global scale. But by helping people to fulfill their needs during holidays which is
usually the best time of the year it is a very rewarding task for us.

Congratulations on being named one of the 30 most outstanding young
persons under 30 in the Retail and Ecommerce segment in Asia by Forbes.
Why do you think you were selected?
It was indeed a great honour to be named one of the 30 under 30 by Forbes, and I think being
recognised on the cover as “a young entrepreneur that is shaping and revolutionising the future
of e-commerce” is definitely a testament and recognition of the Muslim travel industry which
we are working hard to promote. The Muslim travel market is currently the fastest growing
travel market in the world with an average growth of 4.79% which is above the world’s average
growth rate of 3.8%. In fact, the global Muslim market is worth $126 Billion, surpassing that
of the United States and Germany combined. Our initiative is playing a part in catering for this
fast growing group of travellers and we see it as a privilege to do so. There are great initiatives
for Muslim travellers out there and we want to be part of this growing ecosystem. Nothing is
more fulfilling than being able to provide an amazing travel experience and this inspires us
every day to improve our product to make it the best in the market.

Your company, Tripfez.com is a website created to serve the Muslim travellers.
Brunei is an Islamic country with an 80% Muslim population. How can our
population benefit from your service?

“

The Muslim market offers huge
opportunities and Brunei being
the bridge to the larger market of
Malaysia and Indonesia provides the
perfect platform to venture into the
entrepreneurial world.
- Faeez Fadhlillah

”

With the launch of Salam Standard during the World Halal Travel Summit in Abu Dhabi,
Tripfez incorporates the prestigious standard which was adopted by many international
hotel chains, including the Archipelago Hotel Group, Tauzia, Accor, Rotana Hotels, Rixos
Hotels, Mövenpick Hotels & Resorts, Anantara Hotels & Resorts, Holiday Villas, Ayla Hotels
& Resorts, Ramada Hotels, and many more. This initiative helps Muslim travellers to search
for Muslim friendly hotels on Tripfez and offers important information about hotel facilities,
which cater to their needs. Additionally the tours and activities section of Tripfez is launched
in March during the ITB in Berlin, which aims to further help Muslim travellers to have a
halal experience.
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Faeez Fadhlillah

replicate a standard process into a larger
market. Combining it with the existing
demand from consumers creates huge
opportunity for a business not only
to scale but also continuously remain
innovative within the organisation.
I think a good exercise for innovation
would be to look at daily life situations
and see what is challenging us. Take
one of those everyday challenges (no
matter how simple they might seem)
and think about how you can solve it.
Talk to other people about it and ask for
their opinion too. Nothing can be more
helpful in finding innovative solutions,
than gathering as many different views

Asia.

as possible. This includes talking to

Travelling as a Muslim can
indeed be challenging. What
are some of the tips you have
for Muslim travellers? Are there
“must-go-to” cities and cities
that you must avoid?

How can Brunei’s F&B industry
cater better to the Halal Tourism
market?

Travel and the Muslim faith have always

Brunei is a unique country with a

hotels first, because this is a sign if
the hotel is generally Muslim friendly.
We think any hotel which makes any

initiative, effectively exposing them to

What are your tips for young
entrepreneurs in Brunei wanting
to tap into the Muslim market of
the world?

the global Halal Tourism market. At

The

the same time, F&B outlets can also

opportunities

increase exposure via Salam Standard.

the bridge to the larger market of

Muslim

Malaysia

and

market
and

offers
Brunei

Indonesia

huge
being

provides

market.

any Muslim traveller too. And probably

products which increase productivity,

one of the very exciting upcoming

performance and the ability to scale and

For more information visit:
http://www.tripfez.com/

they are undertaking, we would surely
recommend it as a prime destination
for
this,

Muslim

travellers.

traditional
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Besides

competitive advantage. Every new
business venture starts with a dream.
But just as important as having a dream,
is having self-confidence to act on this

entrepreneurs to act on your dreams. It
rewarding to enter the global Muslim
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By adjusting your perspective
to the tourism industry, your
company has been able to
establish a whole new business
opportunity in the Halal market.
Innovation often begins by
looking at the same situation
with a new lens. What are some
of your tips on becoming more
innovative in a personal and
business capacity?
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3 + 1 BEDROOMS, 2 TOILETS

INTERVIEW

Lucy Bartlett

“

When you launch, tell
EVERYONE about it! Get in
touch with bloggers, magazines,
papers, websites and use all the
contacts that you have.
Do not be afraid to ask
people for help.
Lucy - Kick Starter

Brunei’s first

”

Photos courtesy of Lucy Bartlett

S u c c e s s
While travelling in Australia Lucy Bartlett fell in love
with the concept of a “swag” – a bed that is easy to roll
out and set up. But there was only one problem, she
found that it was too bulky. This ignited the idea of
designing a bed that was portable, compact, comfortable
and easy to roll out in seconds, anywhere. Later on Lucy
met her business partner James Clark who was also an
avid traveller and a keen camper.
The partners initially tried the route of using a sourcing
agent from the UK to link them with factories in China.
However, after 18 months they realised that this was not
going to be a viable option. When Lucy’s husband was
offered a job at JIS Brunei, they decided to visit a factory
in Brunei to explore the possibility of having them
make the products. When she met with Stephen So, the

S t o r y
head of Famous Textile, Lucy immediately felt at ease.
Stephen who is fluent in English and has a vast amount
of experience within the textile industry was really keen
to come on board to help them with the production of
the beds.
This is a story of how one person had an idea, identified
a problem, raised funds from the international
community and marketed their products internationally
through the internet. What makes it so compelling is
that, this story happens right in our backyard in Brunei.
Which means that you too, can make it happen.
We spoke to Lucy to learn about her experience with
Kickstarter; and about the challenges and excitement of
starting a business. Read on and enjoy.

Traditionally, people crowdfund
their projects in Brunei by
taking their business ideas to
their friends and family. What
gave you the idea to solicit
crowdfunding from Kickstarter
website?
to get the word out about the brand, get
feedback from all over the word and
also to raise funds. Kickstarter appealed
to us because essentially it is pre-sales,
so we could guarantee numbers before
we launched, but there is no need to give
up any equity.

How difficult was it to actually
go through this process?
The initial step was working out the
target and the amount of funds that we
needed to raise. This required going over
our sales forecast, MOQs for production
and working out our initial outlays.
where we spent 10 days with 4 A-Level

INSPIRE

photographing, recording voice-overs,
and creating loads of amazing content
for the campaign page. We were very
lucky to be able to use these students
as it kept costs down, but the quality of
filming and editing was fantastic. Then
it was a case of promoting the campaign.

We see Kickstarter as a fantastic platform

After that, James came to Brunei,
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film students from JIS Brunei, filming,

You have managed to raise
£66,785 for your project,
surpassing your initial goal of
£25,000. How much of the funds
came from your friends and
family in Brunei? How much
from overseas?

• Working with a good branding agency
and creating a good brand.
• Creating and following through with a
good PR plan.
• Being realistic in fundraising and
setting goals.

How did you “market” your
crowdsourcing campaign?
Our first port of call was getting in
contact with family and friends who
could help us spread the word. After
that, it was creating a list of contacts who
could reach the right target audience.
We then asked all of these contacts to
spread the word via email, social media

We have had a total of 362 backers. 40 of

and word of mouth to colleagues, family

those have been friends and family. The

and friends. Social media has played a

rest have come from all over the world.

key part in helping us get the word out,
along with linking up with like-minded

What were the key factors
behind your success?
• Having a good product idea.

brands and bloggers to share our page
link, and talk about us. We also have a
good branding agency which has been
key to our launch and success so far.

• Having a good working relationship.
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Lucy Bartlett

M U LT I M E D I A F E AT U R E S

‘It’s a camping
bed. It’s a guest
bed. It’s a kid’s

PHOTO GALLERY

ATTACHMENT

VIDEO CLIP

WEB LINK

NEWS FLASH

sleepover bed.’
- Lucy Bartlett

C

We paid for some basic PR at the start

interest in our company. We paid them a

of the campaign, but to be honest, we’re

small starting fee, but will work together

not sure if we’d go down that route again

on an equity based deal ongoing.

because getting a random company
to mail out a press release and beg for
coverage isn’t really our style – we think
we’ve learnt that in this first week.

Most small businesses in Brunei
treat marketing and branding as
an expense. You, on the other
hand, saw it as an investment.
Why?
For me, the brand is the bit that sets us

Production

product, however they have been copied

constantly have stock is a hard thing to
do, especially with no history of sales to

Ensuring that we are taking the best
routes and are able to meet timelines
with product coming from Brunei into
the UK.

by hundreds of brands. They have had

Cash flow

a strong brand and message from the

Ensuring that after the initial funding,

start, so people still want a pair of UGG
boots.
The branding agency that we work with
is based in London and have invested

INSPIRE

PR from the start.

we are able to keep a good cash flow
within the business to be able to create

M

Y

CM

MY

Click on Red Icons for additional multimedia content

CY

CMY

K

INSTRUCTIONS WALKTHROUGH

• Ensure that you have an engaging
and shows off the product to its best.

out the timelines to ensure that we

Shipping and logistics

developed the brand and created the

• Start thinking about promotion and

Although we have the factory, working

we are. It’s as important as the product

boots… They were the first movers, they

creating the campaign.

video that is personal, tells your story

work with.

beginning. Take for example UGG

• Come up with a realistic timeframe for

This is a really hard process to get right.

apart from the rest. It’s our story. It’s who
and gives you an identity from the very
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What do you see as the main
challenges ahead, now that
you have achieved your goal of
raising funds?

What advice do you give to
fellow Bruneians wanting to
crowdfund their ideas?

• Support the video with a strong
campaign page that has all the relevant
details. Make sure that this reflects your

STEP 1
Click on the
My Profile icon.
First-time users need to sign up for a new
account or sign in using their Facebook
or Google account.

STEP 2
When registering, click Accept on the
terms and conditions.

STEP 4

STEP 3

Fill in your email, password, name
and surname. You will be able to log in
using this same credential on three
other devices and work stations.

brand and is full of interesting images.
• When you launch, tell EVERYONE
about it! Get in touch with bloggers,
magazines, papers, websites and use all
the contacts that you have.
• Do not be afraid to ask people for help.
For more information visit:
www.bundlebeds.com
http://tinyurl.com/zjgapu7

more product before we sell out.

epaper.bt.com.bn
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Dr victor SL tan

5 ‘O’s of Creative

Creative thinking is an open thinking
approach which explores novel ideas
and great possibilities which can result
in innovations such as new products or
services in the workplace and marketplace.
Our company, KL Strategic Change
Consulting (KLSCC) has helped many
clients find creative solutions to their
problems. Here are KLSCC’s Five “O”s
Creative Thinking Approach.

1 Think Original
Arthur Clarke was thinking original
in a May 1970 issue of Popular Science
magazine, when he predicted that
satellites would one day bring the
accumulated knowledge of the world
to your fingertips”. Of course, to think
original requires one to analyse and
synthesise what information or data
there is and to then come up with totally
new and bold ideas. Our company put
this think original concept into reality
when my book, “The Secret of Change”
got into the Malaysian Book of Records
as the first motivational book written in
poems with every sentence rhyming.

2 Think Omnipotent
Thinking omnipotent is about thinking
that one has an unlimited source of
power and influence; and believing
that all things are possible. In Napoleon
Hill’s classic bestselling book, “Think
and Grow Rich”, he pointed out that,
“whatever the mind can conceive and
believe, it can achieve”. It was said that
Thomas Edison in inventing the light
bulb tried sixteen hundred different
filaments before finding the one that
worked. Such is the power that arises
from thinking omnipotent which
culminates in breakthrough results.
Sir Winston Churchill said it best, “the
empire of the future is the empire of the
mind” - for power comes from thinking
omnipotent to achieve whatever goals
the mind conceives and believes.

Thinking

3 Think Outrageously

One of the most outrageous thinkers
in the corporate world has to be Sir
Richard Branson. In 1985, he dressed as
“Spiderman” and scaled down a London
skyscraper to raise 50,000 pounds for a
local hospital. His idea of intergalactic
space travel may seem outrageous and
dangerous to many, but even with the
crash of the Virgin Galactic Spaceship 2
in 2014 he has not been deterred from
pursuing his dream of promoting a space
tourism venture. In fact, he has more
than 700 passengers queuing up and
willing to pay USD250,000 per seat to
take the first flight.

4 Think Out Of The Box
A box is a metaphor for a frame, a
perspective or mindset that limits
one’s thinking. To think out of the box
requires one to get rid of dated rules
or assumed barriers in order for one to
achieve breakthrough results. A good
example of a box was when the sport of
high jump changed the pit from a hard
landing pit to a softer foam pit, many
competitors still continued to use the old
styles of jumping – the “scissors ” or the
“western role”. Then came Dick Fosbury
who thought differently from the rest.
Instead of jumping the old way with his
face toward the bar, Fosbury turned his
body, arched his back, and went over
the bar backwards while landing on his
neck and shoulders. He used the “think
out of the box” approach to invent the
Fosbury style, which enabled him to
break a record jump of 2.24metres in
front of 80,000 spectators at the 1968
Olympic Games in Mexico. Companies
can use the Five “O”s Creative Thinking
approach to boost the creativity of
their staff and to introduce innovative
products, services or processes to help
them stay competitive and to be winners!

5 Think Opposite
Thinking opposite is being illogical and
counter-intuitive. It is about thinking
of the benefits and advantages that can
come from taking a 180 degree view of
things. Here are some examples of think
opposite ideas:
• It is a good thing that one is fired
from his or her job. Now’s the time to
explore being an entrepreneur.
• The recycling business is turning
someone’s “rubbish” into another’s
treasure.
• Failure is good opportunity to start
again and this time around to be
better.
• If we want our interests to be served,
serve the interests of others.
• Before things get better it has to get to
its worst point; and then it is
improvement all the way.

Dr Victor SL Tan is the
CEO of KL Strategic
Change Consulting Group.
He undertakes change
management consulting and
training. He is also the author
of 10 management books.
For feedback please email
him at victorsltan@klscc.com
or 012-3903168.
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Subandi kamis

A For m

“A lot of times, people don’t know what they
want until you show it to them.”
Steve Jobs of Apple understood people and
their wants and was able to orchestrate the
creativity and design flair of those around
him into innovative and highly desirable
products such as the ipod, iphone, ipad and
iwatch. But that capability came at a cost:
Jobs could be a difficult person to work
with. Walter Issacson - Jobs’ biographer
described how brutally honest Jobs could
be when confronted with designs, ideas or
processes that were not up to his standards.
Jobs was also not the type to “sugarcoat”
shortcomings - doing away with niceness
and coming across as abrasive instead to
those who were ill prepared to deal with
him.
Sir Jonathan Ive, Jobs’ longtime collaborator
and Chief Design Officer at Apple can attest
to the legacy that Jobs left behind when
it comes to honesty. “We can be bitterly
critical of our work. The personal issues
of ego have long since faded.” said Ives in
a Time magazine interview, referring to the
process of giving honest feedback when
going through the creative process.
Companies like Apple have a relatively
closed creative process. Its innovation is
achieved through a culture that utilises a
pool of talented engineers and designers,
and because the stakes are high and
competition is stiff, product developments
are shrouded in secrecy. “Innovation is
the driving force behind every successful
business,” said Max Messmer, the chairman
and CEO of Robert Half International.
“Managers should do their best to stretch
and challenge their teams to combat
complacency.”

Messmer – also the author of Human
Resources Kit for Dummies, lists six tips
to get the innovation juice flowing in work
teams:
• Engage the entire team
• Remove the red tape
• Collaborate, collaborate, collaborate
• Do not filter the brainstorm
• Take a break
• Seek inspiration
According to Messmer, when employees are
empowered, they will be more innovative
and dedicated towards the organisation’s
success. It comes as no surprise that in
environments where the bureaucracy level
is high, innovation becomes a difficult trick
to pull off.
Within the organisation, a healthy balance
between competition and collaboration
is also essential to enable team members
to contribute their suggestions and
creations. Think of collaboration as a way
to leverage the differences in the group:
different strengths, different knowledge
and different levels or posts. Instead of
focusing on the differences, they can be
utilised for the benefit of the task at hand.
However, managing such varying traits
can be difficult particularly in hierarchical
organisations that favour position and
seniority over knowledge and capability:
allowing equal participation would be
very challenging. In such situations, there
is a need for a culture of innovation and
a paradigm shift towards embracing that
culture. Too many ideas that are potentially
groundbreaking have often been discarded
or pre-filtered when differences come into
play. It is a good idea to introduce ground
rules that give everyone his or her fair share

of time to be heard. It is also a good idea to
give employees a break once in a while as
well, since overworked employees tend to
do more harm than good.
This is where inspired leaders can come in
and make a difference. Support from the
top and setting of the right tone have been
described in various situations as being
vital for getting the rest of the organisation
mobilised to a particular arrangement,
standpoint, understanding, approach,
perspective or even culture. Organisations
come and go. However, the survivability
and sustainability are also dependent on
the ability of the organisation to reinvent
itself. There are inherent risks associated
in leading an organisation through difficult
but necessary change. A lot of the time, it
requires moving out of one’s comfort zone
– made up of long held habits, perspectives
and ways of working. However, in return
for such sacrifices, one does get the
possibility of a better future, which in itself
is such a profound reason for achieving
innovativeness in the first place.

Subandi Kamis is a Queen
Elizabeth II Chevening
Scholar with a Masters of
Science in Information and
Knowledge Management. He
is an information technology
professional who is currently
working on an academic
research project. He also
sketches, plays the saxophone and is into Star Wars
and Star Trek. He says that his diverse interests help
him to balance his left-brain and right-brain modes of
thinking.
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Normuizzah Hj samat

Going IN the

opposite direction
Normuizzah Hj Samat
Founder of Wing-it!

Before opening this restaurant we
operated from home as an online
business for three years. As we had
regular sales during that period, we
realised that there was a demand for
the food that we were selling and we
had a firm belief in what we were
doing. Before we opened, there were
no restaurants which offered the same
food options as Wing-it!. This provided
a great deal of confidence and when we
were presented with the opportunity to
open, we seized it.
Most restaurants in Brunei focus on
giving more menu options to the
customers. For example, it is quite
common to see restaurants offering
a mix of different cuisines to cater
to everybody. Go to any Japanese
restaurant and you’ll be amazed by the
size of the menu booklet. But you seem
to be taking the innovative approach by
going in the opposite direction – you
are offering chicken wings as the main
item on your menu. Why?
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Initially before we opened, I thought our
menu was too limited. But the menu’s
simplicity is an advantage for us. Fewer
options means less hassle in preparing
the food. We don’t have a huge menu,
but we are good at what we do. I also
think that it’s not just about the wings.
Flavour is where it’s at - and we offer 14
mouth-watering flavours. That’s how
we provide variety. Our wings are fresh
and made to order, and they bring the
flavour every time.
How many chicken wings does your
restaurant sell a day?
On average, we sell 2500 pieces a day.
Each wing gets cut into two pieces, so
that’s just over 1000 wings a day.
What major challenges has the business
had to face so far?
As with every business, I think the
biggest challenge faced is customer
satisfaction. So with this in mind,
I always make sure that there is
consistency in the service at Wing-it!
What should customers sample when
they visit your restaurant?
Our bestselling flavours are BBQ and
Honey Mustard but if you want to go
for a spice challenge, try Atomic.

Rumour has it that you are looking for
new locations to open your next outlet.
What is your vision for expansion?
We have had a few offers to open Wingit! in other locations. At present we want
to concentrate on our current location
and perfect it before we venture out into
new areas. We do understand that it is
quite a drive for some people to come
to Citis Square, so in terms of future
expansion we will be looking into major
catchment areas in Brunei. We’d like to
maybe open five more outlets within the
next few years. In the near future, we also
plan to look into establishing businesses
outside of Brunei. We would like to offer
franchising opportunities to individuals
who are interested in opening Wing-it
restaurants!
What advice would you give to people
who are thinking about starting their
own business?
Do what you love. You’re going to put a
lot of time and energy in your business,
so it’s really important that you truly
enjoy what you do. Do your research
on your industry, product and services.
Have a plan and stay focused on your
plan. Make sure that you maintain a
level of quality. Master your product and
stay consistent.

Normuizzah Hj Samat
Founder of Wing-it!

Photos by Riley Khoo

The F&B market in Brunei seems to
be over saturated. For example, here in
Citis Square where Wing-it! is located
there are over 10 eating places including
well known franchises like Burger King,
Fish & Co and Gloria Jeans Café, to
name a few. However, business at Wingit seems to be thriving since you’ve
opened! What gave you the confidence
to start a restaurant during this trying
economic period?
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HUIFONG NG

Exchanging Roles with A

painting

M

y wandering feet stopped in the
midst of a sea of feet. Some stood
on the tip of their toes, some
stomped and some even lost their balance
and almost tripped.
Every person around me had a camera
or a smartphone in their hand. Pushing,
elbowing and knocking against one another,
they wanted to take the perfect picture of
what was in front of us. But, I couldn’t see
anything even though I had been craning
my neck over their tall shoulders like a little
lost swan hiding behind tall grass.
But I thought excitedly, “I must be at the
right place!”
A cacophony of voices in a multitude
of languages exclaimed in excitement
“Ooooh!!!” Amidst the ‘oohs and aahs’, a
mother shouted angrily at me, “Your hand!
Your hand! It’s in my way!” I looked at her
without a timely response. She grew furious
and pointed, “Your hand! Move your hand
away!” I looked down at my hand and saw
a little boy flashing a winning smile and
a victory hand sign at the camera in his
mother’s hand.
Before I could react, a force of the crowd
pushed me forward and I lost my balance
and almost fell. I held onto a big arm. The
stranger looked at me with a smile, which
seemed to assure me and said, “Come, let

me give you a hand”. Then without a single
uttered word, the gentleman held my hand
and pushed me to the front of the crowd. I
wanted to say, “Thank you!” but I gasped.
What stood before me was the
Renaissance woman with her famed smile,
the Mona Lisa. Created by Leonardo da
Vinci between 1503 and 1507, this painting
attracts six million viewers every year.
Everyone wants to see the Mona Lisa.
However, just imagine if the roles were
exchanged - and you were Mona Lisa
seeing yourself from her perspective?
In 2013, I gifted myself a first visit to The
Louvre. There and then, while standing
before the Mona Lisa, I asked, “What if I
were Mona Lisa?”

year just to get a good glimpse of me. I
would see people gasping in astonishment;
people with tears welling up in their eyes;
and people with their hands on their chests,
shaking their heads in disbelief that they’d
finally seen me.
If you were Mona Lisa, what would you see
and feel?
By allowing yourself to imagine that you
were a painting, you are instilling in yourself
an imagination of emotion that is beyond
normal everyday encounters.
As an artist and art appreciator, I believe
this makes for a great appreciation of an art
piece, in an innovative way, perhaps also in
a most original way.

I am sure that I would see countless stories
unfolding over the centuries. I would fall
in love many times and with many faces
but I would also fall out of love many
times, when each time a face I missed no
longer appeared before me. I would hold
many emotions within my heart and self. I
would retell a story long lost in the dust of
time through my wandering eyes and my
mysterious smile.
I would see six million people pushing,
elbowing and knocking each other every

Huifong Ng is an author, painter
and poet. Her book, “A Cup of
Simplicity” blends poetry with art
to depict the simple pleasures in
everyday life. She is an intuitive
artist

who

sometimes

paints

without a model, a reference or
photo. Beyond Brunei, Huifong’s
work has been exhibited in Italy
and Singapore. She is also the
recipient of the Premio Speciale award from Biennale
of Art, Umbria, Italy.
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HJH ZAINAB OMAR

Perspectives on

Innovation
Photo courtesy of Philip Stier

I asked myself the question “What do I think of when I hear the
word ‘Innovation’?” To put it in the simplest form, innovation
to me is anything that is ‘new’, ground breaking, state-of-the-

Daud Jais from Brunei Methanol Company stated that

art and that requires thinking outside the box. Innovation does

innovation is the process of turning an idea into a reality. This

not have to be a big-bang approach, it can also be small and

should then lead to improvements in terms of efficiency and

incremental creations that are novelties. In Brunei Darussalam

cost saving. He believes that in order to foster an innovative

there has been a great deal of research and development activities

culture in Brunei, we should be encouraging creativity and

that are associated with innovation. What comes to mind is the

providing infrastructure or structured programs for our people

current Bio-Innovation Corridor (under Energy & Industry

from as early as their childhood years. However, this should not

Department, PMO).

only be restricted to new creations but should also be applied
to improving or amending something old. He also said that

I was curious to hear what my colleagues in the industry thought

“We are slowly seeing examples of this in the market today, for

about the concept of “innovation”. So I started by asking Alan Goh

example, the “kueh sapit” now comes in different colours and

of HengYi about his view on this topic. He explained that to him

flavours”.
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Yippytune
Music Course
We offer lessons in Piano, Violin, Vocal,
Guitar, Ukelele, Bass Guitar, Drum,
Acoustic and Electric Guitar.

innovation is about thinking outside the box, coming up with
something that works better and adds value to an organisation.

And finally, I would love to see a phenomenal increase in the

He also added that whilst it may not be “new” to the world - it may

submissions to CIPTA - a platform which has been provided

be new to the current organisation. Furthermore, he added that

for showcasing innovative creations from students and mature

it is important to look at innovation with critical eyes, especially

participants. We need to ask ourselves the question of whether

in the current situation - and identify the crucial elements that

or not we have done enough in this area. If not what more can

require change or improvement. He also believes that in order

we do? How do we encourage innovation to prosper in every

for innovation to thrive in any culture or organisation, there has

nook and cranny of organisations in Brunei Darussalam? Could

to be an element of trust: Trust that the people with the ideas

the hiccup be due to the small amount of recognition associated

have the best of intentions for the organisation; trust that the

with this? Would recognition bring about a cultural change in

people asked to innovate, will be able to do the job well; trust

Brunei with regards to an innovation mindset? The design and

that it is a team effort to see innovation succeed and trust that

technology subject offered in relevant schools should by right

there will be failures along the way - and that it is ok to fail.

be the launching pads for our youth to try to innovate. Why is
there no continuity? How do we ensure continuity into society?

When asked about his thoughts on “innovation” Hj Kula bin

There are so many questions in my mind and I am hoping that

Hj Metasan from Petroleum Brunei believes that we need to

slowly but surely we will be moving the dot as we move forward

be competitive; move forward with speed and forget about

in the arena of innovation and creativity.

the status quo. He also stated that in order to be competitive,
we have to be innovative and we need to challenge ourselves
to go beyond the norm. Doing the same thing repeatedly and
expecting different results is insane (we always hear this). He
believes that there is a need to encourage our society to become
more innovative however, he cautions us that good ideas or
creative ideas will not be useful if we don’t implement or execute
them. Lastly, he emphasised the need for parents to encourage
their children to explore new areas – they need to guide their
children and help them to find what they can do best with their
skills and capabilities.
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Hjh Zainab is a HR Professional & Mentor. She
was active in the Oil & Gas Industry for the
past 30+ years. She has significant business
experience gained in a multi cultural environment
in Brunei (BSP, Brunei LNG), Oman, Qatar and
Europe in the areas of HR & Learning and
Development. She is passionate about people
development and upholds the mantra ‘don’t let
others tell you what you can’t do and show them
what you can do”.

Little
Musicians
(Age 12 mths to 3 years old)

Yippytune Music School aims to bring music to everyone including
children with special needs. We hope to help these children improve
cognitive, motor, social and interaction skills with this music
program. It covers the fundamentals of musicship and
aural training with the use of keyboards as well as
invigorating activities such as music appreciation
through movement and percussion.
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CONTRIBUTION FITNESS ZONE

King’s Running Titles
over the years

Defining
Moment:

2005
2nd Runner Up
Standard Chartered Brunei
Full Marathon
2006
Winner
Standard Chartered Brunei
Full Marathon

Achievements in the US
(King’s Age Group Category)

How a single decision
saved King Tan’s life.

2009
1st Place Winner
10km race in LA Santa Monica
2010
2nd Place Winner
10km race in LA Santa Monica
2013-4
1st Place
10km race Santa Clarita

Sometimes during our lifetime - either
events, interactions or decisions occur
that can change the entire trajectory of
their lives. Unlike how it is portrayed in
the movies, those moments can often
be mundane and unspectacular. It is
not until we reflect on them in hindsight,
that we realise how significantly those
moments have shaped us - these are
called “defining moments”. Such is the
story of King Tan. When she thinks back
to that ordinary afternoon two and a half
decades ago when she and her sister
went to Bukit Shahbandar – something
happened back then, which would keep
her running up until today.
When she was 33, King often experienced
fainting spells for no apparent reason.
Her doctor was not able to diagnose the
problem and she was convinced that
her life would be short lived if she didn’t
do something about this. But the big
question was what could she do, when
even the doctors had no idea what was
wrong with her?
Then one fateful afternoon when King
decided to join her sister at Bukit
Shahbandar, after hiking up just half of a
hill she was not able to catch her breath.
“I was so physically shaken that my lips
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2013
1st Place
5KM race New Bury

In 2009, King married again and moved
to California. In America, she still runs
a minimum of 10 kms a day. She takes
part in state marathons, competing with
world class marathon runners in her age
category and continues to win medals.

Photos Courtesy of King Tan

turned purple and I couldn’t breathe,”
she recalled. “And my sister had to
support me all the way back down to the
foothill”. When this happened for some
odd reason, King felt that she had a point
to make – she needed to prove to herself
that she could conquer that hill. So she
decided to go back the next day and the
day after that, to slowly push her way up
the hill. With every ounce of her strength
and an unbreakable focus she was finally
able to get to the top of one hill after four
grueling days of continuous effort.
After achieving this first milestone, King
then made a pact with the hill. She
pledged to one day conquer all seven hills.
So religiously, King went to Shahbandar
six days a week. And step by step

it took her two years to hike
up the next four hills. Soon she
realised that her stamina was improving;
that she was feeling stronger and that
her fainting symptoms were beginning

to disappear. Over the next 13 years King
continued to hike and eventually surpassed
one hiker after another, and earned a
reputation for being the fastest woman in
the jungle. As King’s fitness progressed
she went from walking to running and her
friends then encouraged her to participate in
her first marathon which was organised by
Standard Chartered in 2005.
Despite not having the right gear, no
professional coaching and running with
the wrong technique, King finished the
42km run as the second runner up. This
then fired up her determination to win the
first prize, so she went back the next year
better prepared. At 47 years old, King won
her first full marathon, the Brunei Standard
Chartered Marathon in 2006. Since then
she has dedicated her life to running one
marathon after another, winning countless
medals in Brunei and also in the region.

We asked King what motivates her to
keep on running at the age of 57. Her
answer was simple. She runs to convey
a message to all women that “It is never
too late to start and you are never too old
to run. Running has given me a second
chance in life. If I can do it, everyone else
can do it too!”
King cannot imagine where she would
be today, if it hadn’t been for her sister’s
invitation to Shahbandar on that ordinary
afternoon.

1st Place
Half Marathon at Santa Clarita Parkway
Motorcars
1st Place
Half Marathon Rock N Roll in Las Vegas
Fitness Zone encourages everyone to have a
passion for fitness, and to have fun while getting
fit. We combine affordability with world-class
standards, to huge success. And to bring fitness
closer to you! Fitness Zone is also a member of
IHRSA and NAUTILUS ALLIANCE. So, wherever
your travels may take you, there is likely to be a
Health Club right around the corner that you could
have your daily dose. It’s never been so convenient
to stay in shape! By joining Fitness Zone today, you
will automatically become a reciprocal member to
over 3,000 clubs worldwide.
Stay tuned to our Facebook and Instagram at
FitnessZoneBrunei or visit us at
fitnesszone.com.bn to learn more about Fitness
Zone.

2014
1st Place
Hollywood half Marathon
2nd Place
Half Marathon Rock N Roll in Los Angeles
3rd Place
Rock N Roll Half Marathon in Las Vegas
2015
1st Place
Hollywood half Marathon
2nd Place
Verdugo Mountain Trail Run N Hike
3rd Place
Rock N Roll half Marathon In San Diego
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CONTRIBUTION Anoka Abeyrathne

In this article, UNLOCKED blogger
Anoka Abeyratne gives her opinion on
both the global and local recognition of
‘innovation’.
What does Sri Lanka not have in
common with Japan, Sweden, Finland,
South Korea and Israel?
As I’ve discovered recently these
five countries, as per the Bloomberg
Innovation Index, are the top five
countries for innovative research and
development. They’ve created some of
the coolest technological marvels using
their creativity.
Interestingly South Korea, Finland
and Israel are also at the forefront of
the countries with the top five postsecondary education (with regard to its
workforce). The reason these facts are
interesting is because of how innovation
and creativity, the latter being
something that is not encouraged in the
least especially in Sri Lankan schools,
is affecting the positive development of
our country and its people.

I recently read an article in the Huffington Post by Ms Anoka Aberyrathne, a Global Shaper and an award
winner of the 25 Most Influential and Powerful Young Persons of the World 2012. The article was about
the challenges faced by Sri Lanka’s economy and the urgent need for the Sri Lankan people to embrace an
innovative mindset. I was struck by the similarities between both of our countries and I believe that her
article will provide us with an excellent perspective which can be used to examine the situation in Brunei.
Anoka graciously granted us permission to reproduce her story. Read on and be inspired.

“To go forward as a country and as a nation we should give higher priority to
our products,” President Maithripala Sirisena said at the Presidential Awards for
Innovation ceremony held on 5th February. The President also stated that he hoped
to implement a special program to broaden opportunities for innovations in the local
market by empowering innovators. The event symbolises how local governance is
beginning to show renewed interest in supporting innovation within the nation and this
is hopefully a stepping stone towards creating an ‘innovation culture’ in Sri Lanka.
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Most developing countries are
beginning to see innovation and
entrepreneurship as a solution to social
challenges because of the simple yet very
effective solutions these creative ideas
generate. One such solution is social
entrepreneurship. While this term may
be familiar, and has no set definition
or policy frameworks to regulate it
in Sri Lanka, this simple but strong
concept has led to young children being
educated through creative ways.
A prime example of such is the
EducateLanka foundation. Another
such example is Good Market, which
has enabled communities to gain
access to better market systems while
providing healthier fare to consumers.
According to the National Human
Development Report (2014) the National
Human Resources and Employment
Policy proposes entrepreneurship
development programs and credit and

business development services for
enterprises that maintain decent work
standards.
Having tried to explain social
entrepreneurship to a group of
academics while researching for postgraduate studies as well as having had
to explain it to university students, I’ve
personally felt how difficult it is for most
people to understand concept. This is
due to the fact that “social enterprise” is
not a concept that people in Sri Lanka
think of on a day-to-day basis. That
is, until you start showing people in
practice how social entrepreneurship
works and the impact that it creates,
rather than just talking about the topic.

or groups that will help propel Sri
Lanka’s development sustainably and
innovatively, because without action,
nothing will change.
It will be people empowering themselves
socio-economically
and
through
education after discovering that there is
a life beyond waiting for someone else
to make a change. They will realise that
they can make the change by themselves,
through creativity, innovative thinking
and action. And that is how positive
development will really begin.

24 year old Anoka

The NHDR (2014) mentions how
expanding the concept of selfemployment
requires
widespread
promotion of entrepreneurship and
the introduction of entrepreneurship
principles into education, access to
low-cost finance and networking across
business actors.

Abeyrathne

is

an

environmentalist,
e c o - s o c i a l
entrepreneur
and

youth

advocate.

policy
She

was awarded the
Commonwealth
Youth Award for Excellence in Development
and featured by Youth Service America and
Huffington Post List on the 25 Most Influential

Being part of the World Economic
Forum Global Shapers and a New
Champion of its community, the level
of innovation, action and creativity
one sees is both very exciting and very
saddening when you realise that some
of the best minds in the country forget
to be creative and instead tread the wellbeaten path of conformity.
I recently read an interview about an
amazing lady, Sandra Wandurangala
and something that stuck with me
was the fact that while she had been
politically motivated, she realised that
she could make better and greater
changes through entrepreneurship and
philanthropy. It is paramount that the
youth of the country follow such great
personalities and most importantly the
doers.
At the end of the day, it won’t be the
fancy speeches, the online or oneoff campaigns held island-wide by
politically
motivated
individuals

and Powerful Young Persons of the World
2012.
Abeyrathne is one of the youngest World
Economic Forum Global Shapers in Sri Lanka
and a Royal Commonwealth Society Associate
Fellow. She represents Sri Lanka in the United
Nations-World Economic Forum Sustainable
Development Council and is the recently
elected Asia-Pacific Representative to the UNHabitat YAB.
Anoka graduated with a LLB (Hons) from
the University of London and Masters in
Development from the University of Colombo.

Global Shapers Bandar Seri Begawan is
now recruiting!
If you are between the ages of 20 and 29, have
attained outstanding achievements in your field,
exhibit exemplary leadership qualities and are
community minded, we invite you to apply by
sending your CV to Bandar-seri-begawan@
globalshapers.org.
Find out more about global shapers from www.
GlobalShapers.Org.
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FEATURE Francis Sollano
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Francis Sollano is a social entrepreneur from
the Philippines who is proving that trash can
transform societies for the better

Francis teaching a group of
people about upcycling

Turning trash into super-cool fashion
is what makes Francis Sollano an
extraordinary artist, designer and social
entrepreneur. A graduate from the
University of the Philippines, Francis’s
designs are making waves in London,
New York, Paris, Singapore and Bangkok.
But more importantly, his innovative
pieces made from “upcycled” trash, part
of the “trashion” movement is having a
positive impact on the environment and
also helping local communities in his
native home.
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Francis explained, “I can recall my childhood playing
with candy wraps and turning them into trinkets.
(However) it was when I joined YLC that I started to
take trashion seriously.”

As one of the World Economic Forum’s
Global Shapers and the Executive
Director of Youth For A Livable Cebu
(YLC), Francis firmly believes that he
has found a way to make a positive

As a youth group advocating sustainability, part
of its programmes included upcycling and Francis
said that he saw “this as a wonderful platform to
introduce my art pieces and network with commercial
establishments.” The initial idea to take action came
to Francis about three years ago while he was driving
home. It was raining heavily and he noticed that after
just a few minutes his car became flooded. At the same
time, he looked around and saw kids bathing in the
flood water which was full of garbage. He described
this as “a painful picture” And it was then that he made
up his mind to do something about the situation using
his creative skills – and that’s how trashion came into
being.

impact on his community. He works with
restaurants and shops in his hometown of
Cebu to turn their garbage into wearable
fashion. His creations include dresses,
bags, dolls, jewellery and sculptural
pieces made from recycled trash such as
plastic bags, PET bottles, drinking straws
and sticker paper. In a recent interview

He added, “It was never a difficult decision to choose
trash as material. It is painful to see garbage littered
all over our cities, much worse seeing Filipinos throw
their garbage in the streets as if our country is a huge
trash bin. I wish to re-ignite a culture that truthfully
values our environment and to take responsibility over
our waste. It would be a very beautiful country to live

in with products that speak the language of the earth.”
In addition to allowing Sollano to express his unique
artistic ability, “trashion” has had a profound and
powerful impact on the society. It has enabled women
in the communities to not only earn an income but also
to rediscover their worth. Sollano explained, “During
one of our evaluations, we found out that most women
felt happier because they had found a new sense of
worth in themselves, that they are able to contribute in
their community and produce designs that are beautiful
for the world to own. Instead of having a routinely lazy
day, the women now enjoy creating trashion. Money
has become secondary.”
Francis who is a recipient of the United Nations
Environmental Programme Fellowship Award and
Philippine’s Creative Mover 2015 Award believes that
although “trashion” is a fairly new concept, there is a lot
of potential for it to become a thriving industry. “The
future of trashion is very promising, most especially
with the new consciousness that the upcoming
designers bring with them. There are also fashion
brands that have started to adopt the same principles
of upcycling. For our brand, we hope to preserve its
aesthetic with its products as pieces of art while we aim
to grow its reach in different regions across the globe,”
said Sollano.
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